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A PROCEDURE FOR MAKING RATES POR WORKMEN'S 
COMPENSATION INSURANCE BASED ON A CON- 

SISTENT APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF 
PROBABILITIES 

BY 

A. H. MOWBRAY 

During the course of working with the method of ratemaking 
outlined in the papers by Mr. Michelbacher and the writer 
in PROCEEDINGS Vol. VI. Pages 201 to 284, the National Council 
on Workraen's Compensation Insurance encountered certain 
difficulties which led to the whole subject matter of ratemaking 
procedure being referred by the General Rating Committee to 
the Actuarial Committee of the Council for intensive study and 
for its recommendations with respect to revision of existing 
methods. In consequence of that reference I have given ex- 
tensive consideration to the theory of workmen's compensation 
ratemaking and particularly the application of past experience 
to the development of future rates. In the course of this study 
I have not, as have apparently those who have written heretofore 
on the subject, started out with the presumption that  past 
experience must in some way be used in order to determine future 
rates but have endeavored to make a fundamental analysis of 
the problem and determine how far and under what circumstances 
the use of such experience is justified. As a result of my investi- 
gation there has developed a procedure for the use of past ex- 
perience that  has commended itself to others as well as myself, 
as sound in theory and workable in practice and it would there- 
fore seem appropriate to bring the method and the underlying 
reasoning to the attention of the Society. 

An insurance rate, particularly the pure premium portion of 
it, may be looked upon as a mathematical expectation, that  is, 
the product of a probability and the sum at stake on the trial of 
the event. 1 The pure premium which is loaded to make the 
rate is certainly the company's estimate of the future loss cost 

l i t  may  not  be necessary to exclude the expense element  in this 
connection bu t  I th ink the  conception will be simpler if we deal with pure 
premiums, and pure premiums for a particular benefit, for, after all, the 
total pure premium is but the sum of several partial pure premiums for 
individual benefits. 
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for the benefit under  consideration per unit  of exposure. The  
gross loss cost is the sum of the amounts  payable when the event  
has occurred and in turn  the pure premium is the quotient  of 
these sums by  the exposure out  of which the accidents arose 
which occasioned these payments.  If, then, we separate the 
losses into the product  of the number  of cases by  the average cost 
per case and consider the denominator  to be associated with the 
first factor  we have the two elements of a mathemat ical  expecta- 
tion, i. e. the probabil i ty (which is the quot ient  of the number  of 
eases of occurrence by  the exposure covered) and the sum at  stake 
on the issue of the event.  

I t  is not  necessary to this conception tha t  the probabil i ty be 
calculated in the tradit ional way or even tha t  it be correctly 
estimated. 2 This conception is possible under all conditions and 
is part icularly fit if the fixing of correct rates is under  considera- 
tion. 

The amount  at  stake under  an insurance contract  is fixed with- 
in reasonable limits by  the contract  of insurance. This is so as 
respects life, fire, personal accident and many  other forms and 
when the compensation law is read in conjunction with the 
policy it  is also true of workmen's  compensation insurance. 
Objection ma y  here be raised tha t  the amount  of loss m ay  va ry  
considerably according to circumstances bu t  it should be noted 
tha t  we are considering a partial  premium for a part icular  type  
of benefit and therefore the range of variat ion in the amount  of 
indemni ty  is so relat ively slight tha t  the average may  properly 
be subst i tuted for the individual values. 

Approaching the ma t t e r  f rom this point of view it must  become 
apparent  tha t  pure premium ratemaking is primarily the estimate 
of the underlying probabilities of occurrence of the events in- 
sured against. There  may  be involved a certain element of 
est imate of the amount  of loss per case because of changes in wage 
levels and like conditions bu t  even this extra element does not  
al ter  the underlying fact tha t  a par t  at  least, and a large par t  of 
pure premium determinat ion really lies in estimating, consciously 
or unconsciously, the underlying probabilities of occurrence of 
the events insured against. 

s i t  is of course necessary that it be correctly estimated if correct 
rates are to result unless perchance, there is a compensating error in the 
estimate of probability and of the amount at stake. Compensating errors 
of this kind, however, are relatively infrequent of occurrence. 
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In  general, the  experience of the  past  is a guide to the future  if 
and  so long as there is reason to  believe the  same forces which 
have  been a t  work in the  pas t  will continue to work in the  same 
way  in the future  or in t ha t  pa r t  of the fu ture  which it  is a t -  
t emp ted  to forecast.  Somet imes the period of the future  is so 
indefinite tha t  we can pract ical ly consider it perpetual .  An 
example of a case of this kind is our knowledge f rom the experi- 
ence of the  pas t  t h a t  an unsuppor ted  object  will fall toward the 
center  of the earth,  the  knowledge which we describe as the  natura l  
law of gravitat ion.  Experience of this k ind leads us to  the belief 
t ha t  na tura l  forces a lways  act  in the same way and  t h a t  where, for 
example,  successive throws of a die bring up different faces, i t  is 
not  because the na tura l  forces which have  governed the way  the 
die falls fail to  act  in their  normal  and  usual way bu t  t h a t  the 
actual  forces operat ing are not  precisely the same even though 
we are not  able fully to apprecia te  their  differences. Where  all 
the forces acting are known bo th  in power and t rend and it is 
known t h a t  the  forces and direction of their  act ion cannot  be 
changed, then  we are  dealing not  with probabi l i ty  but  with 
cer ta inty.  When,  however, this is not  known but  it is known 
tha t  so far  as ou tward  appearances  go conditions remain un- 
altered, we are dealing with  a case of probabili t ies and  our tests  
in this field prove  to us t h a t  in a great  mass  of cases we m a y  accept  
the  indications of the  pas t  as indications of probabili t ies for the  
future,  a 

This  does not  hold, however,  if actual  known changes have  
occurred in the forces a t  work unless the extent  of these changes 
is known. Of course, in tha t  case where the extent  and  t rend can 
be measured,  thei r  influence m a y  be t aken  into account  and  the 
indicated results m a y  be modified in recognition of them. We 
then  reach the  conclusion t h a t  the justification for the use of 
pas t  experience as regards the fu ture  mus t  lie in the  either known 
or assumed fact  t ha t  all the impor t an t  changes in the underlying 
forces a t  work can be measured both  as to extent  and trend. 

The  same l imitat ions app ly  whether  the experience of the past  
has been derived f rom the same jurisdiction whose future  ra tes  
are under  consideration or f rom a different jurisdiction. The  

SFor discussion of the criteria on this point see J. M, Keynes' "A 
Treatise on Probability" Part V "The Foundation of Statistical Inference" 
and Fisher "The Mathematical Theory of Probabilities" Chap. XIL 
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experience of the past is a guide to the future so far, but only so 
far, as the forces operating in the future may be expected to 
remain the same as those operating in the past. 

I t  seems to me that  these considerations are fundamental and 
that  the faults and defects we have encountered in ratemaking 
procedure in the past have been due to the efforts to use past 
experience without analytic study of the changes in conditions 
which have taken place and the nature and extent of the modi- 
fications in the indications of that past experience which may be 
necessary in order to make it truly indicative for the purposes for 
which we wish to use it. At the outset the at tempt was made to 
use the experience of the past and of other jurisdictions modified 
for changes in statutory benefits only. Such a procedure is 
equivalent to the assumption of a constant probability of acci- 
dent per unit of wages. This system did not prove satisfactory 
because it fails to recognize that when the probabilities are taken 
to the base we are accustomed to use,' namely, payroll, then they 
are subject to modification by reason of other changes such as 
for example, changes in wage levels. 

On the other hand, where experience differentials and projec- 
tion factors are resorted to we have known that  mechanically we 
have made the aggregate of a bulk of experience reproduce 
another bulk but whether in so doing we have actually added to 
our data and gotten a better basis of indication for making 
classification rates or whether we have simply made the volume 
of data appear larger and perhaps in the process brought in a 
characteristic peculiarity or an eccentric variation of the latest 
year's data on which the experience modification factor or 
projection factor is based, we have not known. 

Starting from the new point of view I have outlined, the ques- 
tions which naturally first arise are "What  are the forces at work 
producing the probability of loss of a particular type and amount 
with reference to our basic unit (in the case of workmen's com- 
pensation insurance, payroll)? Which of these are constant, 
which are variable and how do they vary?" 

When the question is put in this form I think we are all pre- 
pared to agree that  an exhaustive answer cannot be furnished 
from our present knowledge nor do I think we can devise any 
form of investigation which will correctly answer these questions. 

We can, however, pick out certain elements we know or suspect 
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to be variables, find their measure in certain past periods and in 
the light of this investigation eliminate their apparent influence 
over particular periods of the past. We can then test the residue 
for constancy or trend. If the variation in the residue lies within 
reasonably narrow limits and there appears no pronounced trend 
then, I think, we may for practical purposes consider this residue 
of forces as constant for the period and after modifying the experi- 
ence data for the influence of the variable forces we may put the 
data for several years and for several states together with con- 
fidence that in so doing we are in effect getting a larger volume 
of records of trials, under similar conditions, of the event we are 
considering and therefore coming closer to a correct estimate of 
the underlying probability. 

In the field of workmen's compensation the statutory benefit 
provisions of the several compensation laws and the level of wages 
are notably variable factors. We can, however, measure with a 
considerable degree of accuracy the effect of changes in these 
statutory benefits and the same is true as respects wage levels. 
I t  therefore is a natural suggestion in the light of the above 
reasoning that we first eliminate from our experience data the 
effect of variation in the statutory benefit provision and in the 
wage levels and test the residue to determine the probable 
presence of a constant underlying probability. The residue when 
these items have been eliminated, is of course, the rate of accident 
by type of disability per 1000 hour-worker (or some other standard 
time exposure unit). I t  is not necessary at the outset to assume 
that  this is constant but eliminating the other variable elements 
we may resort to an actual test and determine whether or not 
this is a constant or variable factor and if the latter we may 
determine whether the variation is wide or narrow and of regular 
or periodic type. 

I have at tempted to check up this theory and test out whether 
or not the accident frequency rate by type of injury per unit of 
time exposure was reasonably constant, tks will appear, my 
tests were not entirely conclusive but seem to indicate a 
reasonable probability of this theory. For  the purpose of the 
test I used Schedule Z experience for policy years 1916, 1917 and 
1918 from the State of New York, for policy years 1917 and 1918 
from Massachusetts and for policy years 1916 and 1917 from New 
Jersey, selecting a number of classifications more or less common 
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to the three states although some of the classifications were found 
in only two. I found difficulty in reducing the payrolls to number 
of employes but roughly approximated the conversion in the 
following way : -  

For Massachusetts from the analysis of wages in the report of 
the Industrial Accident Board for the fiscal years from July 1, 
1916, to June 30, 1917, and from July 1, 1917 to June 30, 1918, I 
worked out the average wage for each fiscal year and assumed 
that this corresponded to the average wage for the policy years 
'16 and '17 respectively. Por the State of New York I took the 
average for the same period on the basis of monthly averages 
deriving the basic figures from the Labor Market Bulletin issued 
by the Labor Department ; and for New Jersey I obtained calendar 
year figures from the Labor Department interpolating these 
figures roughly to get at the figures on a policy year basis. 

Having approximated the weekly earnings I took 50 weeks as 
the annual earnings and divided the Schedule Z payroll by these 
average earnings to derive the number of full time workers in 
each of these exposures. I then tabulated these numbers with 
the number of accidents by the several types set up in Schedule 
Z and added together the data for all seven policy years involved. 
From these aggregate figures I determined the frequency of each 
type of accident and applied this frequency back against the 
exposure in each policy year and state, thus deriving an expected 
number of cases which might be compared with the actual num-.  
ber. The relation between the actual and expected was generally 
found to be reasonable considering the limited volume of exposure 
in each of the policy years. Taking any one classification in a 
state it was generally found that  the ratio of actual to expected 
was not constant from year to year nor was there apparently any 
regular development. For one classification and one type of 
injury the first year might show an excess of actual over expected 
and the third year the reverse and so on, the changes being 
apparently purely accidental and due to limited exposure. I 
did not attempt to test out this question by the use of the criteria 
of Lexis or Charlier as outlined by Mr. Fisher in his Mathe- 
matical Theory of Probabilities as I do not believe the data 
sufficient in volume to give valid results with these tests. At 
least the test applied did not indicate that the hypothesis above 
set forth was untenable. 
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The application of this theory for ratemaking is relatively 
simple and the indicated procedure would be to obtain approxi- 
mately accurate average wages for the exposure period, divide 
the payroll by these wages and thus reduce the exposure to terms 
of fulltime workers; ignoring the monetary loss, to tabulate the 
number of accidents by type, get the total of all the data, divide 
the number of cases by the exposure in fulltime workers and thus 
obtain an indicated probability or frequency of occurrence of the 
type of accidents in question, smoothing out irregularities in the 
results by whatever process may be available. When the prob- 
ability of occurrence per employee has been ascertained it is a 
simple matter of arithmetic to- apply the average wage to the 
denominator of this fraction and the cost per case to the numer- 
ator in order to obtain a pure premium in form for application 
to payroll exposure. Of course, the average wage and cost per 
case would have to be keyed to expected conditions for the 
period during which the rates are to be used. 

This procedure is almost exactly analogous to the procedure 
in determining life insurance premium rates but is impracticable 
in workmen's compensation insurance for a number of important 
reasons. In the construction of mortality tables after the crude 
probabilities have been worked out from the basic data it is 
necessary to resort to a smoothing process to eliminate the errors 
due to limited data. The natural relationship between the 
classifications used to determine these probabilities (years of age) 
is such that  these difficulties may be met by comparison of the 
probabilities from classification to classification in the process 
known as graduating. There is no such relation between the 
classifications used in workmen's compensation insurance and 
therefore some other process must be substituted for the process 
of graduation. This has usually been examination of the data 
and comparison of results between classifications by skilled 
underwriters. But these underwriters are not accustomed to 
think in terms of basic probabilities but rather in terms of 
premium and of pure premium. It  is therefore necessary to 
express the results in these terms if effective work is to be done. 

Of course, if this were the only objection, this could be met 
fairly readily by converting the probabilities into pu~e premiums 
on some standard basis which is familiar to the carriers. There 
would still remain, however, the objection of a very voluminous 
detail of calculation. 
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But  an even greater difficulty stands in the way. If  we are to 
get the correct number  of fulltime workers to derive these prob- 
abilities it is a first essential tha t  we have a correct average wage 
for the experience period by  classification and it is also essential 
if correct pure premiums are to be determined tha t  we have a 
ve ry  approximately  correct est imate of the probable average wage 
by  classification for the period for which the rates are to be ap- 
plied. The figures, a t  least under  present methods, are unobtain-  
able and the suggested method  therefore requires modification 
to meet  the exigencies of practical conditions. 

Just  as in life insurance work it is sometimes found desirable 
to  construct  a mor ta l i ty  table on the basis of "amoun t  insured" 
ra ther  than  "lives exposed" and the table when so constructed is 
found to be equally sat isfactory for many  uses so we m ay  substi- 
tu te  for the number  of fulltime workers a volume of payroll on 
some s tandard wage level. There  is a general tendency for wage 
levels to change in about  the same way and at  about  the same 
t ime for groups of industries if not  for all industries in a given 
locality. This being so, instead of finding it necessary to have 
an exact average wage by  which to convert  a payroll  exposure to 
terms of fulltime workers we may  take an average relationship 
between wage levels and convert  a payroll  a t  a given wage level 
to the corresponding payroll  a t  a new wage level. While it is 
difficult to obtain precise average wages for industrial classifi- 
cations at  two given periods it is much less difficult to obtain 
general average factors expressing relations between wage levels. 

A probabil i ty fraction expressed in terms of payroll, however, 
would be no more intelligible to the underwriters reviewing the 
da ta  than  one in terms of fulltime workers and it is necessary t o  
subst i tute monetary  losses for numbers  of accidents in order to 
derive a pure premium fract ion for thesepurposes .  One method 
of doing this would be to revalue the individual losses case by  
case and set up the cost on the new level of wages and the new 
law if there have been changes. This method,  however, would 
be extremely laborious, in fact  prohibit ively so. The  second 
method  would be to  work out  the average cost per case and 
apply  to the number  of cases in each classification bu t  this 
average will va ry  from classification to classification and as it  
is mainly caused by  the limits of the compensation law would 
require a knowledge of the average wage for the future  by  classi- 
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fications almost  as much as though we were proceeding from 
the pure probabil i ty  fraction. .Applying, however, the same 
principle as tha t  on which payrolls were converted we m ay  deter- 
mine differential factors in the manner  heretofore used and 
modify these for the difference in wage levels. 

The  soundness of this procedure will be seen from the follow- 
ing : -  

Let  • - = pure premium L -- losses P -- payroll  
and designate the da ta  from the experience period by  the sub- 
script a and data  for the future period by  the subscript b. We 
then have 

b 
lr b = w .  (differential a) 

b 
Where (differential a ) means the differential computed in the 

usual way comparing the cost under  the new law and conditions 
to  tha t  under  the old law and conditions, the limit factors being 
calculated with respect to the general level of wages for both 

7 "  

periods. Subst i tut ing for 7r the equivalent  fraction (p) we get 

L~ L.  b 
-Pb = po X (diff. a) 

Bu t  payroll  is the product  of the t ime worked (or the number  of 
fulltime workers covered) by  the average wage and if we so 
analyze the payroll we may  read: 

Lb L. b 
Time × Wb -- Time × W. × (diff. a) 

But  if we assume tha t  our accident ra te  is constant  per unit  of 
t ime exposure then  since our losses are presumed to be the same 
except  for the difference in law and wage level, the t ime must  be 
the same and therefore cancels out from both sides of the equa- 
tion. Mult iplying through by  Wb we get the final result:  

b Wb 
z~ = z °  x (diff. a ) X W--5 

In the industrial development  of the count ry  there has been a 
tendency for certain industries to concentrate  in part icular  locali- 
ties and for these industries the local experience, part icularly over  
a number  of years, is usually broad enough to be indicative of 
appropria te  rates for workmen's  compensation insurance and the 
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local authorities having jurisdiction over workmen's compensa- 
tion insurance rates in such cases usually insist that  the rate be 
made primarily from such local experience. Even when this is 
done it is necessary, however, to bring the experience of two or 
three policy years to a common level for the purpose of ratemaking 
and it will be apparent that  by the above procedure when the 
terms of the law and the approximate future wage level are 
known, it is about as easy to make the combination of experience 
in such terms as to produce pure premiums for the future con- 

" ditions as to do so in other terms. 
There will, however, be many classifications for which local 

data are not sufficient in any case and it will be necessary to com- 
bine the experience of the entire country for determining these  
rates. This experience will have to be brought together upon 
some standard basis. 

Any practical method of ratemaking must recognize and make 
suitable provision for these two conditions. These conditions 
will be recognized if the Schedule Z data is brought together for 
each state upon a basis suitable for application to its rate require- 
ments for the future and then the experience of the several states 
converted to a basic experience for the second type of work. 

In the above discussion nothing has been said about what 
analysis of the total pure premium should be made. In order 
that  the partial pure premiums may rest upon the most homo- 
geneous (from point of view of cost) possible data I suggest the 
analysis in the present Schedule Z as appropriate. But there is 
need of further discussion as to the medical cost. The medical 
cost is created by the requirements of the injured man which 
follow from the nature of the accident and injury and it would 
therefore seem a reasonable conclusion that  the medical cost is 
closely associated with the type of injury, i.e. that it is a part of 
the sum at stake and not an element having a separate probability. 
I t  is true that  the requirements with respect to medical aid in 
the provisions of the several compensation laws differ from state 
to state but in the development of the practice of workmen's 
compensation insurance the companies have come to disregard 
the limitation upon the requirements in respect to medical aid 
and to furnish the medical aid without respect to the statutory 
limitations. Of course, the cost will differ from state to state in 
accordance with the general level of fees paid in that jurisdiction. 
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I t  would therefore seem that  the correct procedure in ratemaldng 
would be to consider the medical cost part of the compensation 
for the type of injury and associate it with the indemnity in 
determining the pure premium. This, however, would greatly 
complicate the comparison of benefits under the several different 
laws. Moreover, Schedule Z until very recently has not pro- 
vided for this analysis and it will be necessary in any problem of 
ratemaking in the near future to use data in which the medical 
losses have not been analyzed. ~ The problem of conversion of 
such data, however, to the basis of state future requirements or 
to a basic level is apparently not susceptible to theoretical solu- 
tion. A suggestion which has been made and which appears 
reasonable is that  the entire medical for a given year of issue in a 
particular state be compared with the total number of compensa- 
ble accidents, after modifying this number for the difference 
between the waiting period in the actual experience and the 
conditions to which the experience is converted. In this way, 
we will get a figure which might be referred to as the cost per 
compensable case. 5 A comparison of this value as found for the 
data to be converted with the same value for the latest policy 
year or basic level will give a ratio which might be applied to the 
actual medical in the experience to convert it to the basic level. 

In appendix A to this paper is given an exhibit sheet which has 
been worked out to present the combined experience of a classifi- 
cation converted by the method outlined above and a detailed 
statement of each step involved in the process, s 

I t  will be noted that  this exhibit sheet shows the actual ex- 
perience by states as well as the converted experience both on 
state level and on a basic level. The number of accidents of 
each type are also shown and if such a sheet is prepared for each 
classification and each year of issue entering into the experience 
and then summary sheets in the same form are prepared for 

4 E v e n  when  the  medical  is t r ea ted  as a separa te  pure  p r emium un i t  
i t  is desirable  to h a v e  the  cost ana lyzed by  n a t u r e  of in ju ry  to faci l i ta te  
judging the dependability of the medical indication. 

5It will not actually be the cost per case since it will include the cost 
of medical in noncompensable cases spread over the number of com- 
pensable cases. 

BThis process stated in such detail seems very long and involved but 
is not more so in fact than those used in previous revisions of workmen's 
compensation rates. 
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groups of classifications and schedules the underwriters reviewing 
the data before them can reach their own conclusions as respects 
the principle of the underlying assumption of a uniform accident 
frequency per unit of time exposure since wages at the basic level 
will be approximately equivalent to a time exposure. If exami- 
nation of the data in this way reveals a trend or drift in the acci- 
dent frequency it will be possible to take cognizance of this and 
give it due weight. In the exhibit the columns "State Latest" 
refers to the conditions at which it is anticipated the rates may 
be required but in practice a law may be amended subsequent to 
the time when the revision work begins and it may be necessary 
therefore to take cognizance of this in a later step. With the 
pure premiums on the same basis for several policy years availa- 
ble it will be possible to review the stability of these pure pre- 
miums and determine whether or not the local data is sufficient 
for the determination of rates solely on local experience and where 
this is determined upon the indicatedpure premium is then shown. 
Where, however, the combined data is necessary for the deter- 
mination of pure premiums the indication may be worked out 
and inserted in the pure premium column for each type of 
benefit on the grand total line. These will be the pure pre- 
miums reviewed by the underwriters' committee and from these 
selections will be made. They can, of course, be converted to 
the state latest basis by applying the reciprocals of the factors by 
means of which the state latest material were brought to basic 
level. To the pure premiums as so developed it would be neces- 
sary to apply suitable differentials for any amendment to the law 
subsequent to the time as of which the data was put together and 
the necessary loading for expenses. 

This theory of ratemaking and this plan of procedure have been 
presented to the committees of the National Council on Work- 
men's Compensation Insurance and have been approved for use 
in the next general revision of rates undertaken by the Council. 
Since the procedure was developed there has come to the atten- 
tion of the companies the apparently adverse experience of policy 
years 1921 and 1922 and it has been suggested that it may be nec- 
essary to introduce a further factor for changes in the accident 
frequency rate. 

There are several possible theories upon which such a factor 
might be based. We know from various studies that  have been 
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made that  when industry begins to revive after a period of de- 
pression the introduction of new employes requires a certain 
amount of training to develop safe efficiency and accident rates 
tend to rise. Generally, however, the studies have indicated 
that  they go down again as industry again becomes settled. If 
it is the desire that  the rate for workmen's compensation insur- 
ance be responsive to these temporary changes then the assump- 
tion of a constant rate per time unit will probably not give a rate 
sufficiently flexible. I doubt, however, whether the other facts 
required can be ascertained with sufficient exactness to give such 
a rate. An alternative theory upon which the introduction of 
such a factor might be based might be that  the experience period 
is not broad enough to give a true frequency and thus a factor of 
safety becomes necessary. A further alternative would be the 
assumption that a fall in wages in the future is probable 7 and 
should be provided for and a fourth, that  some new forces have 
intervened making the past experience not truly representative 
of the future. This assumption might call for a factor of less 
than unity as much as a factor greater than unity. The intro- 
duction of any of these factors, however, involves passing beyond 
the statistical basis for ratemaking and the introduction of judg- 
ment which finds its basis in something other than the statistical 
record. As a matter  of business judgment this procedure may 
be not only defensible but highly desirable. In these days, 
however, of governmental supervision and the desire to make 
the processes as clearly scientific and statistical as possible, the 
need for the introduction of such a factor should be demonstrated 
as clearly as it is possible to do so. 

Certain tests of the above procedure have been made to deter- 
mine whether or not distortion results by the use of factors for 
wage level changes and law benefits derived from a combination 
of all classifications as against the determination of these factors 
from groups of classifications. These tests were made by con- 
verting the data for policy years 1918, 1919 and 1920 on a number 
of classifications in Massachusetts to the basis of 1923 conditions. 
The test showed that conversion by groups is apparently not 
necessary as no serious distortion results from the use of a single 
wage and law factor derived from total experience. A similar 

7Presen t  ind ica t ions  seem to be for the  reverse in the  i m m e d i a t e  
f u t u r e  in the  Uni ted  Sta tes .  
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test was made as respects converting from the Massachusetts 
level to the New York level and here again the indications were 
apparently that  the conversion by groups was not necessary. 

Subsequent to the development of this method, the New Jersey 
authorities began an examination of data on file with the New 
Jersey Bureau for the purpose of determining the basis for re- 
vising New Jersey rates in view of contemplated changes in the 
New Jersey Law. In Appendix B attached hereto is produced the 
summary of results of this study. In converting the pure pre- 
miums from the actual basis to the present basis the differentials 
heretofore calculated were used. These differentials were cal- 
culated on the basis of their level of wages corresponding to policy 
year 1919. Inasmuch as the New Jersey Act then provided for 
a 50 per cent. rate of compensation with a maximum limit of $10 
per weeka, the difference in wage level would not have a material 
effect on the calculated differentials. An examination of the 
New Jersey exhibit appears to confirm at least as respects policy 
years 1918, 1919 and 1920 the general fundamental theory of 
approximately stable accident frequency per unit of time ex- 
posure. I t  also indicates that pure premiums converted on this 
basis approach very closely the aggregate indications for the latest 
policy year. Taken on the whole, these studies appear to indicate 
that the procedure herein outlined will prove satisfactory for 
effective ratemaking. 

Due to an amendment to the New Jersey Law it has become 
necessary to revise the New Jersey rates before it will be possible 
to carry through the proposed scheme of ratemaking to com- 
pletion and arrangements have been made to conduct this re- 
vision by combining the experience on the level of policy year 
1920 and applying suitable factors to cover the amendment to 
the law and the change in wage level at the present time. The 
experience is to be brought to the 1920 level by modifying the 
payrolls of the several policy years in the ratio of the average wage 
at the level of policy year 1920 to the average level of wages for 
each policy year (the wage levels to be determined by the in- 
dividual reports on Schedule Z), and by modifying the losses of 
the policy years by differential factors to cover the law amend- 
ment as heretofore calculated. I t  has been found by test that 
these factors are substantially the same as those which would 

SChanged July 4, 1919, to 66~% and $12. 
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have been calculated in accordance with the above outlined 
procedure and the only essential difference will be that  instead 
of separately considering the pure premiums for aIl types of 
benefits the pure premiums will be reviewed in three groups as 
during the 1920 national revision. This preliminary work on 
the rates for the State of New Jersey should give a very satisfac- 
tory test of the procedure and it is anticipated that it will be 
completed in time for comments thereon to be made as an 
amendment to the paper at the time it is actually presented to 
the Society. 



C/Q~cat~n Alop~nd;x.A-~)mr~ I 'Work S h ~ f  a.na E.h;biT o~ F'x~eri~m=.e yearl..~..~.,M,. 
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APPENDIX A PART H--DETAILED STEPS IN PROPOSED RATE- 
MAKING PROCEDURE 

The full procedure is as follows: 

(1) Schedule Z in the usual form is received at the central 
office from the several carriers and the staff at once proceeds to 
audit this material. 

After the Schedule has been audited in this way, Hollerith 
cards are cut covering the information in Part  I (the classification 
summary sheet) for each company and by means of Hollerith 
machines the schedules of the several companies are combined 
into a single total schedule. 

For the official Schedule Z states this audit is performed in 
some instances by the local authorities, in other instances the 
National Council is the authorized agent for receiving and com- 
piling the Schedule on behalf of the state authorities. 

This is the raw material in the nature of experience data upon 
which ratemaking on a statistical foundation is based. 

(2) The next step in the procedure is to transcribe this raw 
material to work sheets which are substantially the same as the 
final exhibit sheets. 

(3) Concurrently with this work the wages of the injured 
employes are taken from the individual reports of Parts II, III,  
IV and V of the Schedule for each state and year of issue for the 
purpose of determining the wage level underlying the experience. 

(4) From such sources as are deemed reliable by those in 
charge of the work (including the committees) the average wage 
levels to which rates are to be keyed for each state are estimated. 
The ratio of this average wage for each state to the average wage 
for the same state for each of the experience policy years is the 
factor for converting the payroll exposure of the several policy 
years to the current level. 

(5) When the payroll conversion factors as determined above 
have been worked out, the actual payrolls for each policy year 
and each state will be converted to the present level in that state 
by multiplying the original payroll as entered on the work sheet 
by this factor. 
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(6) The Standard of basic pure premiums having been 
determined, the conversion factors for converting the payroll 
for the several states at their latest level to the basic level are 
determined in the same way as described for converting the 
several policy years' experience to the present conditions in each 
state. 

(7) So far in the above work the technical section of the staff 
will have had only the comparatively easy task of determining 
the conversion factors but while this work is going on it will be 
necessary to compute for each state the cost of compensating a 
standard distribution of accidents (for this we use the "American 
Accident" distribution) under the terms of each law in effect 
over any part of the experience period and the cost of compensa- 
ting the same distribution under the current law, these costs to 
be estimated in terms of weeks' wages for each element. 

NOTE: This work was done during the 1920 revision and I 
think much of it can be used over although it is likely some new 
calculations must be made. 

(8) Using the wage data as referred to in (3), limit factors, 
the need for which and the calculation of which are described 
more fully in the separate paper presented at this meeting, must 
be calculated and applied to the costs in terms of week's wages 
without limits as determined in (7) and to these values must be 
applied the average wages in order to put this calculated cost in 
monetary terms. 

(9) The proportionate exposure of each policy year under the 
several laws must be determined (usually we assume a uniform 
distribution of business of the year for this purpose) and an 
appropriate weighted average of the costs found under (8) must 
be found. 

(10) The corresponding costs on the basis of the present law 
and wages are then to be found. 

(11) The ratio of the cost found in (10) to that  found in (9) 
represents the conversion factor to bring the actual losses of each 
state to the present level. 

NOTE: It is not feasible to determine factors in this way for 
bringing the medical cost to the latest level. The method of 
converting medical is dealt with in the body of the paper. 
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(12) Application of these factors to the losses as entered gives 
the losses at the state current level. 

(13) In like manner the cost of compensating the standard 
distribution of losses of the basic law and wage must be calculated 
for each separate kind of benefit. 

(14) The ratio of this cost to the costs of compensating the 
same distribution on the several states' current levels determined 
in (10) must then be taken to get the conversion factors for bring- 
ing these state experiences to the basic level. 

(15) Application of these to the losses for each state at  its 
own current level brings the losses to the basic level. 

(16) The next step is the addition of the appropriate items 
across the exhibit page and such vertical additions as should be 
made. These will be evident from an examination of the exhibit 
sheet. 

(17) The next step will be the assembly of the three years' 
experience on a cumulative exhibit sheet. 

(18) Division of the losses on the state current basis by the 
payrolls on that basis and entry of the indicated pure premiums 
is the next step, followed by the determination and entry of the 
indicated pure premiums on the basic level. 

(19) Following this, the data on the classification sheets 
must be assembled into group and schedule total sheets. 

(20) The work sheets must then be type-copied in order to 
furnish clear copy from which the exhibit sheets are prepared. 

(21) I assume the exhibit sheets for committee work will be 
prepared by a similar process to that  used during the 1920 re- 
vision. When the printer's job has been completed the data will 
be ready for consideration of the committee. 

(22) The next step will be consideration of the experience data 
by the Committee and the selection of pure premiums. In this 
work it may be necessary to consolidate the data for certain of 
the sub-divisions upon which the analyzed data is not broad 
enough to furnish indications. This will probably be done in 
the Committee room during the session. 

(23) When the selected pure premiums have been determined, 
it will next be necessary to apply the reciprocals of the conversion 
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factors by which state losses were brought to the basic level in 
order to re-convert the selected pure premiums to the state basis. 
This reconversion would be to the latest level in each state and 
the test would be made on this basis. In the test recognition 
would, of course, be given to state exceptions that  had been made 
during the review of the experience and would presumably have 
been made on the state level. 

(24) As 1923 is a busy legislative year, it is likely there will be 
amendments to several of the laws subsequent to the date at 
which each state's experience has been brought to current level 
and law differentials by parts along the lines indicated in the 
above steps will have to be calculated to determine the effect of 
these amendments. 

(25) The next step is the application of the expense loading 
to the pure premiums as developed at the state latest level and 
modified for subsequent amendment of the law in order to con- 
vert them into gross rates. As noted in the text it may be 
decided to bring a further factor beside amendment and loading 
into the multiplier. At any rate this step is the assembly of 
factors into multipliers to convert pure premiums into rates. 

(26) With the determination of the multipliers out of the way, 
the next step (the calculation of rates) will consist in applying 
the multipliers to the selected partial pure premiums and adding 
the partial gross rates together bringing in the catastrophe pure 
premium if the past practice of adding $.01 per $i00 is to be 
continued. 

(27) The final step will be the calculation of ex-medical 
factors for states where this is permitted, experience rating split 
factors and other supplementary tables necessary to carry 
through the rates and the Rating Plan. 



Policy 
Year 

1916 
1917 
1918 

1s t  r e p t  
1919 
1919 

1st  r e p t  
1920 

A P P E N D I X  B 
EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATIONS MADE BY THE COMPENSATION RATING AND INSPECTION BUREAU OF N E w  JERSEY 

PRELIMINARY TO REVISION OF RATES AND IN PARTIAL TEST OF PROPOSED THEORY 
Statistics taken from Schedule " Z " •  Grand Summaries. 

All Industries excluding Per Capita• 

Audi~d 
Payroll 
(in hds.) 

3102069 
5171564 
6115538 

6966702 
7295437 

6 7 5 9 0 9 7  

Earned 
Premium 

2303366 
5309899 
6677966 

6456549 
6705411 

6094617 

Incurr¢ 
Losse~ 

[55201 
~2585~ 
~3206~ 

~91724 
~9868~ 

!69203 

Loss 
Ratio 

% 

67 .38  
4 2 . 5 3  
34 .75  

45 .18  
44 .54  

44 .17  

E~d 
Rate 

.743 
1.027 

' 1 . 0 9 2  

•927 
.919  

•902 

Est'd 
Man. 
Rate 

.85  
1.05 
1. I 0  

1 .027  
1 .027  

.978 

D.&P.T. 

1 1 1 3 !  
.111  
. 072  

.062  

.063  

. 060  

Pure Premiums actual 

A.O.  Med. TotM 

.274 .113  .500  

.234  .092  .437  

.228 .080  . 380  

.254 .102  .418  

.247 .100 .410  

.224 .114  .398  

D.&P.T 

. 1 2 4  

• 122 
.078  

• 063 
.064  

.060 

Pure Premiums 
Present Benefit 

A.O.  Med. Total  

. 359 . 170 • 653 
• 307 .138 • 567 
. 288 . 113 . 479 

.262  .106  .431 
• 255 .104  .423  

• 224 .114  • 398 

% of All Cost 
P~sen t  Benefit 

1 9 . 0  5 5 . 0  2 6 . 0  
2 1 . 5  5 4 . 2  2 4 . 3  
1 6 . 3  6 0 . 1  2 3 . 6  

1 4 . 6  6 0 . 8  2 4 . 6  
1 5 . 1  6 0 . 3  2 4 . 6  

1 5 . 1  5 6 . 3  2 8 . 6  

b~ 

O~ 

o 

Policy 
Year 

1916 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 

Average 

Average 
Wage 

18 .11  (209) 

2 1 , 6 2  (573) 
2 5 . 8 2  (537) 
29 .02  (565) 
3 1 . 0 0  (453) 

Wage Ratios 
1920 to 

resp. yrs. 

1 . 7 1 2  

1 . 4 3 4  
1.201 
1 . 0 6 8  
1 . 0 0 0  

Payroll 
Modified 

~o 1920 Wage 

5310742 

7416023 
7344761 
7791527 
6759097 

For Comparison 

Pure Premium 
Basis 192.0 Wage and Present Benefit 

.072  
( . 079)  

• 085 
• 065 
• 060 
.060  
• 067 

. 210  
(. 212) 

. 214  

. 240  

. 239  

. 224  

. 229  

i .099 
( . 098 )  

: .096  
.094  
.097  
.114  
. I 0 0  

.381 
( . 3 8 9 )  

.395  

.399  

.396  

.398  
,397  

Pure PremiUm 
1920 B~is. Using Exp. Cony. F a e ~ r  

. 062  .257  . 1 1 0  •429 
( •061)  ( . 233 )  ( . 0 9 8 )  ( . 3 9 2 )  

.061 •219 •090 .370  

.059  .257  •096 •412 

.057  •225 •091 .373  

. 060  .224  .114  •398 



A P P E N D I X  B (Cont.) 

Acc iden t  F requency  per  $1,000,000 Payrol l  on 1920 Wage  Basis 

Policy Year 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 

*Includes Major .  

Death 

.378 
• 356 
.300 
• 236 
• 254 

Permanent Total 

.017 

.018 
• 012 
• 022 
.009 

Major 

.~,~1 

.442 

.475 
.395 

Minor 

*2.395 
2 .168  
2 .206  
2 .466  
2 .845  

Temporary 

14.250 
11.676 
10.737 
12.396 
12.139 

t (Temp. Corrected) 

18.083 
14.817 
13.260 
12.817 
12.139 

Total (Corrected) 

20.873 
17.750 
16.220 
16.016 
15 70g 

tAd jus t ed  for wai t ing period a m e n d m e n t  in  present  Compensa t ion  Law. 

Compensab le  Accidents  

Policy Year 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 

Death 

201 
264 
220 
184 
172 

Permanent Total Major 

9 
13 2 ~  

8 325 
17 370 

6 267 

Minor 

1272 
1608 
1620 
1921 
1923 

Temporary 

7568 
8659 
7886 
9658 
8205 

Indeterminate 

0 
1 
9 

16 
44 

Total 

905O 
10835 
10068 
12166 
lN517 


